Ted Greene
Blues Study

12-BAR JAZZ BLUES

Playing order:

- = opt.

Key of E

leave the
barre down

thumb or
3rd finger
Next Step: Tony Ward as are the following quote.

Thursday, July 20th 12 Bar Jazz Blues
E 18:30 A9  E07  E7  B7+  E7#6  Bb13  A9  

A9  D11  D13  E A7  F#m7  G#m7  C#9  F#b9

C9  F#m7b9  B11  E9  A7#6  F#7  B9

G#m7  Gm7#11  F#m9  C9  B11/13  A7

G#7  C#7#9#11  F#7  B9#5 or B7#4

6-22-95